Assignment 11

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records, you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Who became the secretary ofateliers Montessori’s Association at his father’s insistence?
   Correct Answer: Carlotta
   chili
   Abdul Khader
   Jeannette
   Dorna
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Dorna
   chili
   Abdul Khader
   Jeannette
   Dorna

2) What caused Dorna’s death at the age of 25? (3 points)
   Meeting with a car accident
   Theft with Caught up
   Theft with Caught up
   The fortune of his wife
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Meeting with a car accident
   Theft with Caught up
   The theft of his wife
   Dorna

3) Who saved Josefin’s life before her marriage to Pepe?
   Josephine Prada
   Joseph Prada
   Dornia
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Josephine Prada
   Joseph Prada
   Dornia

4) Who was the first editor of the newspaper in the novel “Tenderly”?
   Valentinov’s Paper
   Josephine Prada
   Dornia
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Valentinov’s Paper
   Josephine Prada
   Dornia

5) What was Josefin’s job before she married Dornia?
   Reporter for “The Times”
   Journalist for “The Times”
   Reporter for “The Times”
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Reporter for “The Times”
   Journalist for “The Times”
   Reporter for “The Times”

6) Who killed the Dornia tree?
   Caterina Aci
   Dornia
   Abdul Aci
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Caterina Aci
   Dornia
   Abdul Aci

7) Who knew the secret of the Dornia family’s fortune?
   Caterina Aci
   Dornia
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Caterina Aci
   Dornia

8) What was the cause of Dornia’s death?
   Illness
   Suicide
   Murder
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Illness
   Suicide
   Murder

9) Who was elected as the head of the Municipal Committee?
   M.C. Joseph
   Josefin
   M. C. Joseph
   Ro, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   M.C. Joseph
   Josefin
   M. C. Joseph

10) Why did Dornia make the decision to cut down the Dornia tree?
    To make the ‘Tenderly’ tree bloom
    To make the ‘Tenderly’ tree bloom
    To make the ‘Tenderly’ tree bloom
    Ro, the answer is incorrect.
    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    To make the ‘Tenderly’ tree bloom
    To make the ‘Tenderly’ tree bloom
    To make the ‘Tenderly’ tree bloom

11) Who was behind the government spy who was arrested for tapping into the secret of the Dornia tree?
    Joseph’s wife
    Maria Antoinette
    Chelataly
    Ro, the answer is incorrect.
    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    Joseph’s wife
    Maria Antoinette
    Chelataly

Due on 2020-04-15, 23:59 IST.